Message from the Workshop Organizers

ARES-IND 2013

Welcome to the ARES Industrial Track session!

This is the first industrial track within the long and successful history of the ARES conference. The objective of the industrial track is to provide a mutual platform for knowledge exchange between practitioners and researchers. For the industrial track, we invited submissions of state-of-the-art practice and experience reports from implemented projects and industrial experiences. We also encouraged the submission of applied methods, models and tools which have proven successful in supporting information security practitioners leading to practical demonstrations in the course of the track.

It is obvious that industry requires research results and reciprocally (applied) research is dependent on industry. However, it is oftentimes challenging to encourage practitioners to participate in a research focused event. Thus, we are proud that we could successfully establish the first industrial track with 2 paper sessions and a panel reflecting the topic of “Threats & Risk Management — Bridging the Gap between Industry Needs and Research”. The accepted papers perfectly meet the intended objectives of the industry track and the panelist will ensure an interesting, practical, applicable as well as visionary discussion.

We hope that you enjoy the industrial track and that you are able to derive new chain of thoughts!
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